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Collaboration networks between researchers in different cities
(built using Scopus data on papers published between 2008 and 2012)

Source: http://olihb.com/2014/08/11/map-of-scientific-collaboration-redux/

Global scientific collaboration is increasing…

http://olihb.com/2014/08/11/map-of-scientific-collaboration-redux/


Source: Knowledge, networks and nations. 

Global scientific collaboration in the 21st century - The Royal Society - 2011

Collaborative projects are more widely cited in follow up research…



• Multiple versions of the 
same document 

• Long email chains 

• Formatting & typesetting 

• Maintaining references

• Long revision cycles 

But collaboration can be 
frustrating…



The more people involved, the greater the chance of creating many 
conflicting versions of a document, all held in silos…



Overleaf helps ensure that everyone is always working on the latest
version…



Making research faster, more open & more accessible:

• One version of document accessible by all

• No need to email large files, simply share a link or invite by 
email

• Typesetting done automatically in the background

• Easily work with references and citations

• Review tools provide real-time commenting, track changes & 
version control

• No local software installation on multiple machines required

• End user tech support – platform, templates, LaTeX

What Overleaf is doing for end users



Free to use, Overleaf is now serving a 
community of over two million authors 

from 180 countries worldwide



Source: https://innoscholcomm.silk.co/

Part of a wider community, e.g. 101 Innovations in Scholarly Communication



Edit on the left, see compiled PDF on the right

A collaborative cloud-based writing platform







Track changes and commenting for ease of collaboration



Key features for students and researchers



Overleaf Institutional Solutions

How Overleaf is helping institutions 
harness the power of the cloud



Overleaf is being adopted by a growing number of universities and 
institutions around the world, including Stanford, Caltech and CERN



“Overleaf has been a huge success at Stanford. 

We provide Overleaf Pro accounts to all students, faculty and 
staff and the uptake and feedback has been tremendous!”

Helen Josephine

Head of the Terman
Engineering Library, Stanford

— 450% increase in usage in the first year the institutional solution was adopted

— Now used by over 7,000 students, researchers, staff and faculty

Example: Overleaf at Stanford University



In a survey conducted of the trial participants, 86% of respondents said 
they were very or extremely happy with the service and didn't want the 
trial to end. 

• “I use it in my research daily as does my entire lab. It's great!”

• “I'm using it exclusively for my research papers and dissertations. My advisor actually 
collaborates on the writing, which was not possible without this straightforward service.”

• “It's an incredibly useful tool for facilitating collaboration with one's peers.”

• “It makes writing professional assignments and projects super easy, and having it online and 
accessible from any device makes it convenient as well”

• “It's been really useful for me since I can use LaTeX on the PCs anywhere on campus.”

‘Ease of use’ featured highly in feedback



Overleaf provides real-time data on uptake, usage & collaborations



Administrators can view an admin hub with links to additional metrics



Metrics show the patterns in use of Overleaf over time



Administrators also receive a monthly digest email with key statistics



Overleaf can also provide marketing to help encourage uptake



Overleaf is also working with 
publishers and journals to help 

streamline manuscript submission



Submit directly from Overleaf to journals

and to pre-print servers and repositories such as figshare





Templates linked directly from publisher/journal websites



For a smooth workflow, files and metadata are passed in the background





Thanks for listening!
Find more information on Overleaf here: 

Overleaf for authors:
www.overleaf.com/for/authors

Overleaf for institutions: 
www.overleaf.com/for/universities

Overleaf for publishers: 
www.overleaf.com/for/publishers

Or get in touch with us directly via welcome@overleaf.com, we’d love to hear from you!

http://www.overleaf.com/for/authors
http://www.overleaf.com/for/universities
http://www.overleaf.com/for/publishers
mailto:welcome@overleaf.com

